
abide: act in accordance with the rules
appropriate: suitable approach
assess: make a judgement of the situation
close down: to reduce the amount of space for an opponent
consecutive: in a row
create: to make space
draw: encourage movement of an opponent
drive: a shot in golf used to hit over a long distance
maintain: to keep
possession: to have
situation: circumstances that create what happens
sportsmanship: play fairly, respect others and be gracious in victory and defeat
tactics: a plan to help you attack or defend
transition: moving from attack to defence or defence to attack
turnover: when a team not in possession of the ball gains possession @getset4education136

This unit will also help you to develop other important skills.

Throws must be taken from behind a throw line.
Throws are measured from the throw line to where the object first lands. 

If you enjoy this unit
why not see if there
is a football club in

your local area.

Knowledge Organiser 
Football Year 5 and Year 6

Key Vocabulary

Ladder
Knowledge

About this Unit 
Football is an invasion game. An invasion game is a game where two teams play

against each other. You invade (enter) the other team's space to try to score goals. 

attacking defending

score goals

maintain
possession

create space

stop goals

deny space

gain possession

Invasion Games 
Key Principles

Can you think of any other invasion
games that share these principles?

move the ball
towards goal

How will this unit
help your body?

Healthy
Participation

agility, balance, 
co-ordination, speed,

stamina

Head to our youtube channel to
watch the skills videos for this unit.

Movement
Skills

This unit will also help you to develop other important skills.
communication, respect, collaboration, co-operationSocialSocialSocial

EmotionalEmotionalEmotional   
ThinkingThinkingThinking

honesty, persevere, determination

assess, explore, decision making, select and apply

dribble
pass
receive
track
tackle

Find more games that develop these skills in the Home Learning
Active Families tab on www.getset4education.co.uk

Home Learning

Rules

Tactics

@getset4education136

Sending & receiving: 

Year 5: not having a defender
between you and the ball carrier

helps you to send and receive
with better control.

Year 6: making quick decisions
about when, how and who to

pass to will help you to maintain
possession.

Dribbling:

Year 5: dribbling in different
directions and at different speeds
will help you to lose a defender.

Year 6: choosing the appropriate
skill for the situation under

pressure will help you maintain
possession. 

Space:

Year 5: moving to space even if
you do not receive the ball will

help to create space for a
teammate.

Year 6: transitioning quickly
between attack and defence will
help your team to maintain or

gain possession.

Using tactics will help your team to maintain possession and score goals or deny space, gain possession
and stop goals. There are attacking and defending tactics and these will change depending on the
situation, the opposition and the desired outcome.

Physical fouls include pushing, tripping, pulling, overly aggressive play. 
You cannot touch the ball with your hands. 
If either of these rules are broken, a free kick is awarded to the other team. All players must be five
big steps away from the person taking the free kick. 
If a ball goes out of play on a side line, a throw in is taken by the team who did not have last contact
with the ball.
A corner is taken if the ball goes out of play on a goal line and is kicked out by the defending team.
A goal kick is taken if the ball goes out of play on a goal line and is kicked out by the attacking team.

Make sure any
unused equipment is
stored in a safe
place.  

Football is arguably the most popular sport in the world and is said to unite the world,
bringing people together. Perhaps one of the most famous football matches that has
ever taken place happened on Christmas Day in 1914. The match took place in France

in the middle of the fighting during WW1 in what was known as 'no mans' land between
the English and German soldiers. This is the power of sport. 

half way line

goal

corner

side line

goal line
The pitch:

penalty
box


